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President’s Comment
The truckers’ protest and blockade of border crossings have costed Canada dearly. To help readers to gain an
appreciation of the damages done to Canada’s economy, I have researched what the experts are saying,
which I have reiterated below. As the investigation into the blockade and protest unfolded, it is clear there is
an outside influence with deep pockets that is keeping the charade going. There are speculations as to the
who and why but the true picture will only emerge after a thorough investigation. That will be some time down
the road.
My biggest disappointment in this whole affair is serving soldier and veterans who wore the CAF uniform and
made public statement to support the illegal occupation and blockade of public access and border crossing.
Canadian citizens are free to express their opinion but to wear a CAF uniform to make those statement is to
manipulate the public to believe his opinion represent the CAF is wrong and is a service offence chargeable
under the National Defence Act. Two Edmonton Police Service members have also openly participated and
supported illegal blockades while openly flaunting their Edmonton Police status. I urged these officers to
resign and not to tarnish their police badge further.

Commonwealth Day

Commonwealth Day is celebrated on the second Monday of March. This year, it will fall on March 17, 2022. It is the day
when Commonwealth countries, which represent a quarter of all humanity, acknowledge their common bonds and the
contribution of the Commonwealth of Nations to the creation of a harmonious global environment. The Commonwealth
does not have the power as United Nations and certainly do not have the might as NATO to enforce any conditions or

sanctions. It is effective in its own way to promote respect for diversity, democracy, religious freedom, and cultural values.
Unfortunately, not unlike other institutions, it is getting less known to people, especially among the younger generations. I
dare to say, many will not know that Canada is a Commonwealth nation and the head of the Commonwealth is Queen
Elizabeth. The Royal Common Wealth Society of Edmonton has a Video available on YouTube and on it website:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvrXsRQU0Ng

They ask me where I've been,
And what I've done and seen.
But what can I reply
Who know it wasn't I,
But someone just like me,
Who went across the sea
And with my head and hands
Killed men in foreign lands...
Though I must bear the blame,
Because he bore my name.

St. Julien Memorial

How the Ambassador Bridge blockade hit Canada's economy — and our reputation
Business leaders say Ottawa has work to do to restore trust in our trade
Author of the article:
Bianca Bharti
Publishing date: Feb 14, 2022
A truck drives under a pedestrian bridge on the route from the Ambassador Bridge border crossing in Windsor,
Ontario on Monday. Canada's most travelled land crossing with the United States is open again after being
blocked for almost two weeks by protests. Economics and industry leaders are assessing the damage. One of
the most vital trade routes between Canada and the United States has reopened but the damage to Canada’s
reputation and business has already been done, say some experts.
On Sunday night Feb 13, 2022, police in Windsor, Ont. cleared out protesters who had barricaded the
Ambassador Bridge for nearly a whole week, beginning on Feb. 7. The bridge, which connects Windsor and
Detroit, facilitates more than US$360 million in two-way trade daily and carries a quarter of the value of goods
that flow between Canada and the U.S. In other parts of country, though, blockades continue.
Below is a breakdown on the impacts industry, trade and the economy face due to the border disruptions.

Industry
Ottawa has a lot of work to do to restore Canada’s credibility as a reliable supplier of goods, said the head of
Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters.
This is especially true concerning the U.S., where American protectionist sentiment has been rising in recent
years.

“When we met with Minister of Transport (Omar) Alghabra last week, we said this is really important for you,
from a reputational point of view, to show that you can manage to keep your trade quarters open with your
biggest trading partner because of all the protectionist tendencies that exist in the U.S. right now,” Dennis
Darby said in an interview. “The U.S. reacts to many things but anything that relates to its business, it reacts
quickly.”
Darby represents 2,500 manufacturers and exporters in an industry that makes up 11 per cent of Canada’s
gross domestic product, he said. His members make everything from cosmetics to chemicals and the
barricades have exacerbated supply-chain shortages and the ability of companies to secure freight transport.
Some will have to raise prices, he said.
Meat producers are also feeling the strain, said Christopher White, president and CEO of the Canadian Meat
Council. In Coutts, Alta., a pivotal crossing for the meat industry, protests blocking goods from passing into or
out of Montana continue, causing food to spoil.
“Two other issues we’re hearing about is some truckers refusing to go to the States because they don’t want to
get stuck in the blockade. And, there’s a limited amount of refrigerated trucks,” White said in an interview.
Flavio Volpé, head of the Automotive Parts Manufacturer’s Association, said his members have lost a week’s
worth of production that they will not be able to make up. “There are a finite number of shifts and a specific
volume of cars that are scheduled for a year. So, a factory that was going to make 300,000 cars this year will
make 295,000 cars this year,” he said.
The auto industry is already reeling from semiconductor chip shortages and staffing problems.
Volpé has been working with politicians in the U.S. to support the U.S.-Canada automotive supply chain. He
spent days in Washington last November, lobbying congress members to reject a part of President Joe Biden’s
infrastructure bill that gave a tax credit for buying electric vehicles made in America.
“I don’t know that I should show up to Washington this week,” Volpé said. “What would I say? What would I say
when there are 30 pick-up trucks blocking the most important trade bridge on the planet?”

Trade
The protests that continue will add fire to politicians who already endorse protectionist trade policies, said Carlo
Dade, director of trade and investment at the think-tank Canada West Foundation.
“I wouldn’t overhype this and say that this is decisive and we’ll have orders cancelled left and right,” Dade said
in an interview. “But you have to look at this as an accumulation of several events that have made it into
foreign media.”
Canada has a history of people blocking trade routes, he said, whether it’s environmental protesters or
Indigenous land-keepers fighting to save their territories from industry damage and encroachment.
“We’re trying to sell ourselves as reliable suppliers (of goods),” he said, adding that this protest is more severe
and longer-lasting. “Those who are doing the blockading are actually the producers of goods that we ship
abroad and the people responsible for shipping them.”
Ambarish Chandra, a professor at University of Toronto’s Rotman School of Management, said the blockades
could add fuel to political fervour, but ultimately it’s private corporations that will decide whether to move
operations to their home countries if trade is disrupted.
The protests are “not really going to cause American firms to start actively looking to relocate but the longer
this goes on,” he said, “then you could see companies make active plans to relocate.”
Dade added: “Blocking exports is, I would argue, a much more troubling signal and it’s being picked up. We’re
tracking it in the form of media and we’re seeing 20 to 40 reports a day in papers in the Indo-Pacific.”

Economy
In the short-term, blockages at the border are going to put pressure on consumer prices and slow down
economic growth, said Royce Mendes, director of macro strategy at Desjardins.
Before the protests, the Bank of Canada had forecast two per cent GDP growth, annualized, in the first quarter
after the economy posted sizeable gains late last year. Many economists, including Mendes, now expect firstquarter GDP growth to be flat and inflation to surge as a result of shortages caused by the blockades.
“I don’t want to exaggerate the likely impact of all of this for either growth or inflation, but it is a step in the
wrong direction on both of those fronts, rather than the hopeful steps in the right direction that we were
expecting to see after the Omicron wave,” Mendes said in an interview.

The blockades won’t alter the Bank of Canada’s intentions to raise interest rates, though, Mendes said.
Governor Tiff Macklem in January signalled that rate raises were coming and economists and analysts expect
the first hike in March.
Still, the protests have inflicted some damage on Canada’s reputation as an attractive country for foreign
investment. “One of the reasons we have been able to attract foreign investment is because of the ease of
cross-border trade with the absolutely huge economy that is the U.S. If trade routes are not secure and not
seen as secure and smooth, it reduces the appetite to create very integrated supply chains across the CanadaU.S. border

HUMOUR
An innocent typo was made and all parties involved have gotten as much enjoyment as they could out of it!
Got to love the British humour!
Lt. Colonel Robert Maclaren retired from the British Army in 2001 after a long fulfilling career. On the day that
he retired he received a letter from the Personnel Department of the Ministry of Defence setting out details of

his pension and, in particular, the tax-free ‘lump sum’ award, (based upon completed years of service), that he
would receive in addition to his monthly pension. The letter read,
“Dear Lt. Colonel Maclaren,
We write to confirm that you retired from the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards on 1st March 2001 at the rank of Lt
Colonel, having been commissioned into the British Army at Edinburgh Castle as a 2nd Lieutenant on 1st
February 1366.
Accordingly your lump sum payment, based on years served, has been calculated as £68,500. You will receive
a cheque for this amount in due course.
Yours sincerely,
Army Paymaster”

Colonel Maclaren replied;
“Dear Paymaster,
Thank you for your recent letter confirming that I served as an officer in the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
between 1st February 1366 and 1st March 2001 – a total period of 635 years and 1 month.
I note however that you have calculated my lump sum to be £68, 500, which seems to be considerably less
than it should be bearing in mind my length of service since I received my commission from King Edward III.
By my calculation, allowing for interest payments and currency fluctuations, my lump sum should actually be
£6, 427, 586, 619. 47p.
I look forward to receiving a cheque for this amount in due course.
Yours sincerely,
Robert Maclaren (Lt Col Retd)”

A month passed by and then in early April, a stout manilla envelope from the Ministry of Defence in Edinburgh
dropped through Col. Maclaren’s letter box, it read:
“Dear Lt Colonel Maclaren,
We have reviewed the circumstances of your case as outlined in your recent letter to us dated 8th March inst.
We do indeed confirm that you were commissioned into the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards by King Edward III at
Edinburgh Castle on 1st February 1366, and that you served continuously for the following 635 years and 1
month.
We have re-calculated your pension and have pleasure in confirming that the lump sum payment due to you is
indeed £6, 427, 586, 619. 47p.
However, we also note that according to our records you are the only surviving officer who had command
responsibility during the following campaigns and battles;
The Wars of the Roses 1455 -1485 (Including the battles of Bosworth Field, Barnet and Towton) The Civil War
1642 -1651 (Including the battles Edge Hill, Naseby and the conquest of Ireland) The Napoleonic War 1803 –
1815 (including the battle of Waterloo and the Peninsular War) The Crimean War (1853 – 1856) (including the
battle of Sevastopol and the Charge of the Light Brigade) The Boer War (1899 -1902) World War One (19141918).

We would therefore wish to know what happened to the following, which do not appear to have been returned
to Stores by you on completion of operations:
9765 Cannon
26,785 Swords
12,889 Pikes
127,345 Rifles (with bayonets)
28,987 horses (fully kitted)
Plus three complete marching bands with instruments and banners.
We have calculated the total cost of these items and they amount to £6,427,518.119.47p. We have therefore
subtracted this sum from your lump sum, leaving a residual amount of £68,500, for which you will receive a
cheque in due course.
Yours sincerely . . . .”

CANADIAN MILITARY READING
Blood on the Hills: The Canadian Army in the Korean War
David Jay Bercuson
Nothing tests a nation's preparedness for war better than war itself. This
truism is notably apparent in David J. Bercuson's Blood on the Hills: The
Canadian Army in the Korean War. Both Britain and Canada marched to
war in 1950 either arrogant or ignorant—or both—and their ill-prepared
armies were forced to learn hard lessons about the new ways of armed
conflict.

CANADIAN GEAR

C2 105-MM HOWITZER

Canadian Uniforms

This howitzer is a mobile, general purpose, towed field artillery weapon. The C2 is manually operated,
single loaded, air cooled, and uses semi-fixed ammunition. It can be employed for direct or indirect
fire and, in the latter case, is very effective against most types of ground targets. The C2 is towed by
a truck that carries both the crew and ammunition.

What’s Out There?
RPG-32 (Russia)
The RPG-32 is a modular weapon that inherited
proven and successful solutions in design of the
weapon and rockets from earlier Russian grenade
launchers, and it can be used to successfully engage
and destroy a wide variety of battlefield targets, from
modern main battle tanks and armored personnel
carriers to bunkers, military equipment and troops in
defilade or in the open. This versatility is achieved by
using as much as four types of ammunition in one
weapon - two types of 105mm rockets and two types
of smaller and lighter 72mm rockets. In each caliber,
there's a HEAT rocket (with tandem warhead in 105mm caliber, optimized against ERA-equipped tanks) and a FAE /
thermobaric rocket with enhanced fragmentation effect, optimized against lightly armored and soft targets.

EUSI 2022 Symposium
th

Will be held on Saturday, March 5 2022 from 0830 hrs to 1530 hrs, at the Alberta Aviation Museum in Kingsway,
Edmonton, Coffee and lunch will be served free of charge and ALL public are welcome to attend. The Theme of the
Symposium is Unmanned Air Vehicles/Drones used in military offensive and defensive operations, as well as civilian
search and rescue activities. We have assembled a number of military and civilian experts in the usage of UAV’s.
Research and Development in Alberta. Alberta is in a advantageous position to be part of the diversified industry in the
increasing popular technology of drones.
Our Keynote speaker for the evening dinner is the Consulate General of Ukraine. Given what is happening with the
current Russian aggression against Ukraine and Eastern Europe in general, his speech will no doubt carry significance.
Email to President, EUSI, asap, if you are interested as seating is limited .

Membership Profile – Ms. Stephenie Briones.
EUSI continues to recruit youths into our rank and file. The aim to have representatives from high schools,
universities, colleges, and cadet units. Our latest new member is Stephenie Briones, who is appointed into the
Board of Directors Youth Programs and Development. The following is a photo of Stephenie and an
introduction of herself to members of EUSI:
I am honoured to have been appointed to the seat of the Edmonton United Services Institute (EUSI) as the
Director of Youth Development and Programs. This position gives me the unique opportunity to show initiative
as we enter into a new generation of military leadership in the context of history and with an eye to the future.
The daughter of veterans I was born and raised in Edmonton, Alberta. Both parents were originally from
Eastern Canada where the rest of my extended family reside. I have a well-rounded understanding of the
military culture having grown up during the Afghanistan conflict and the post deployment. Discussing political
structures and issues that have the potential to affect our way of life in Canada.
This appointment is very timely as I am in my final year of Secondary School studies and embarking onto Post
Secondary where I will be pursuing a career in diplomacy. Through my junior and senior high school
experience I achieved honours in my academic courses. My extracurricular activities include band; I play the
piano, oboe and clarinet. I was invited to join the Junior All City band when I was in Junior High; a collection of
talented musicians chosen from each school in the Edmonton Catholic School Board. I was also a part of the
Model United Nations team which competed at the University of Alberta. It was a great experience for me as it
gave me the opportunity to interact with like minded peers. I remain active in my school’s debate team,
mentoring younger students.
From 2019 to 2020 I held a position in the Minister’s Youth Council. As a part of the council was a
representative of the student body advising the Alberta Ministry of Education on issues such as curriculum. I
also actively campaigned for a Member of Parliament, and two City Councillors by assisting in the doorknocking activities and picnics with the community.
My interest in the EUSI stems from the knowledge that as youths we have to learn from our past to know how
to navigate the future. I plan to develop the youth base of EUSI by encouraging those interested in the field of
military and politics to join the symposiums. EUSI membership can also be a resource for first hand accounts
of events and issues both current and in recent history I can draw from to help enrich the schools; I hope to be
able to call on the expertise and knowledge of our prominent members to speak with students.
I once heard it said that to be a good leader one must first have to have been lead. I plan on learning from the
leaders of the EUSI and its wealth of prominent members to someday use the skills that were passed to me in
the course of my duties with the organization.

The Royal United Services Institute of Nova Scotia extends an invitation to a presentation Wednesday, 16
March by Jan-Andrej Skopalik, Regional Manager, National Aerial Surveillance Program, Transport Canada
Atlantic Region, titled "Surveillance of Sea Surface Activities in Atlantic Canada." His bio is attached.
This presentation will discuss the various activities conducted by the National Aerial Surveillance Program
crews in support of Canada’s National Oil Spill Preparedness and Response Regime and the North Atlantic
Right Whales Initiative.
The event will start at 1 pm Halifax time, Wednesday, 16 March, then be followed by Q&A and finish by 3 pm
Halifax time.
Registration is required. There is no fee to attend this event. To register,
email RUSINovaScotia@gmail.com by close-of-business Sunday, 13 March. As the subject line for your
registration email, put: RUSI(NS) Distinguished Speaker 16 March 2022 Registration. In addition to your
name, please provide your organization (association, company or unit). Participation is limited and later
registrants may have to be put on a waiting list. If after registering your availability changes and you are no
longer able to attend, please advise RUSI(NS) as soon as possible so your spot can be re-assigned.
The event will be done by Zoom. Instructions will be emailed to registrants by end Monday, 14 March. If you
have not received them by end 14 March, please check your spam folder and, if necessary, email RUSI(NS).
RUSI(NS) events may be cancelled at short notice. Email RUSI(NS) if there is a question about an event
occurring.
Feel free to forward this invitation to any who you think may be interested in attending.
Yours,
Colin

CAH Darlington
Commander, Royal Canadian Navy (retired)
Vice-President, RUSI(NS)
Royal United Services Institute of Nova Scotia
Web: https://rusi-ns.ca
Twitter: @RUSI_NS
Facebook: Royal United Services Institute of Nova Scotia

Securitas
Alexander Tsang CD
Major (retired)
President

Edmonton United Services Institute
Alexanderhtsang@hotmail.com

It is too Late to Sharpen Swords, When the Drums of War are Beating

